
22.10 Review
22.10.1 Key knowledge summary
22.2 Traditional and changing views of Australian identity• The diversity of Australian identity can be used to unify communities and create a sense of belonging.• Religious traditions have influenced the society in which we live.

22.3 Indigenous influences on Australian national identity• Proper understanding and respect for the culture and traditions of Indigenous Australians are important
parts of modern Australian society.• There is ongoing debate about the appropriateness of celebrating Australia’s official national day on
January 26, the anniversary of European settlement.

22.4 Belonging to a new country — migrant experiences• Immigration has profoundly influenced the religious beliefs practised in Australia. Judaism, Buddhism,
Islam, Hinduism and atheism are all practised in modern Australia.

22.6 Religion in Australia• Australian society has been shaped by Christian traditions

22.7 The influence of religion on Australian society• Although section 116 of our Constitution prohibits the government from promoting or prohibiting
religious activity, religious beliefs have shaped our laws and continue to do so.• Religion in Australia continues to evolve and reflects demographic changes in Australian society.

22.10.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

22.10 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

Content to come

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

Interactivity Influences on Australian society and national identity crossword (int-xxxx)

Digital docs Worksheet 22.× Reflection (doc-xxxxx)

Worksheet 22.× Crossword (doc-xxxxx)

KEY TERMS
Affiliations close connections with a group or organisation
Belonging the feeling of being part of a group or community with shared values
Constitution a set of rules that determines the structure of government and its law-making powers
Compassion feeling empathy towards someone in a less fortunate position
Doctrines a set of beliefs held and taught, usually by a religious group or political party
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Denomination a separate branch of a religion. For example, Catholicism is a denomination of Christianity.
Eurocentric a point of view that has a strong European focus
Federation the process through which the six separate Australian colonies formed to join one united nation
Foreign policy decisions made by governments concerning their relationships with other nations
Holocaust the destruction or loss of life on a large scale, usually referring to the death of 6 million Jews in Europe
during World War II
Land rights the rights of people (in this case Indigenous groups) to own the land their ancestors have lived on for
generations
Migrants people who leave one country to reside in another
Practitioners in a religious sense, someone who actively participates in a religion
Reconciliation the process of restoring and encouraging respect for Indigenous culture and identity
Referendum a process of allowing the people to vote on an important issue, such as a proposed change to the
Constitution
Terra nullius ‘land belonging to no-one’
Transportation the process of sending convicts to a penal colony
White Australia an immigration policy discriminating against non-white people which existed for much of the
twentieth century
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